EC Declaration of Conformity

Directives 2014/30/EU relating to Electromagnetic Compatibility
Directives 2014/35/EU relating to Low Voltage
Directives 2011/65/EU-2015/863/EU relating to Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS3)

Document no.: ELQ_ECDEC2808_209.1
Date: 08-07-2019
Manufacturer: eldoLED B.V.
Address: Science Park Eindhoven 5125
          5692 ED Son
          The Netherlands

Product Specification: Ballast-style, constant voltage, four channel LED driver/controller

Last two digit of the year CE marking first affixed: 10

Type: LINEARdrive 100/D, LINEARdrive 180/D
      LINEARdrive 720/D

We declare that above products conform to the standards listed:

Reference no.:
EN 61547:2009
EN 61000-3-2:2014
EN 55015:2013
EN 61347-2-13:2006

Equipment for general lighting purposes - EMC immunity requirements
Electromagnetic compatibility limits for harmonic current emissions
Limits and methods of measurement of radio disturbance characteristics of electrical lighting
DC or AC supplied electronic control gear for LED modules - Performance requirements
Lamp control gear, general and safety requirements, emergency lighting.

Issued by: eldoLED B.V.
Place, date: Son, 08-07-2019

Signature of authorized person:

Geert Sesink
Development Manager